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In 2020, more women  
than ever before took to  
the sea, rivers and lakes  

to try out wild and  
cold-water swimming.  

How can runners benefit 
from taking a dip?

Words: Fiona Bugler

I n February 2021, Outdoor 
Swimmer published a report in 
which it estimated that since 2019 
there are almost three times more 

of us swimming outside – in rivers, lakes 
and, of course, the sea. This trend has 
been driven by women swimmers who 
made up 50 per cent of swimmers in 
2017 but rose to 65 per cent in 2020. 

Why it’s good to get cold
Researchers continue to gather evidence 
supporting open and, in particular, 
cold-water bathing for good health. 
Research by Dr Mike Tipton from 
Portsmouth University links cold-water 
swimming with beating depression,  
and Cambridge University published  
a study last year that said it delayed 

dementia cases and it’s been linked  
with building a stronger immune  
system, creating more ‘healthy’ brown 
fat, reducing inflammation and giving 
pain relief. 

In their annual prediction of trends, 
the Global Wellness Summit expects to 
see a rise in positive stress experiences  
in 2021 – these short-term stress 
boosters help immunity and protect  
us against future viruses. They say  
people are now intuitively seeking  
hot/cold experiences such as Wim  
Hoff – breathing and ice water – and 
there's also been an increase in the 
popularity of home infrared saunas. 
Cold-water swimming could be armour 
in the battle against the global mental 
health pandemic too.

Mind/body power 
In her book Why We Swim, (Penguin, 
2020) labelled as the Born to Run for 
swimmers, Bonnie Tsiu explores the 
transformative nature of wild 
swimming and the meditative power of 
water to induce a state of ‘flow’. “When 
you swim in the open water, whatever 
time of the year, you go from discomfort 
to euphoria,” says Fiona Mildner, 42, 
open-water swim coach and endurance 
swimmer, whose accomplishments 
include swimming the channel in  
2018 and around Manhattan island  
a year later. 
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tips to get you off the diving board
As a coach, Fiona Mildner’s approach is to start by building water  

confidence and allowing her clients to get used to putting their head in 
 the water and feeling comfortable when out of their depth. Here are her  

coaching tips for any runner trying out open-water swimming

1 Adapting to cold  
water takes time
“To start with, make sure you acclimatise. 
Start swimming outside in the summer 
to prepare yourself for swimming in the 
winter. When you do get in, only stay 
in the water for three to five minutes at 
first. Adaptation usually happens after six 
immersions, and the more you do it, the 
easier it gets. It’s like muscle memory.”

2 Mind over matter 
To prevent shock, ensure you breathe 
purposefully and slowly. “If you feel 
panicky, lie on your back and keep your 
head out of the water and focus on  
the breath.”

3 Know your limits 
“Open water is not the place to be 
competitive and there are no gold 
medals for staying in longer than you 
need to. Some runners have a tendency 
to push themselves but if you’re tired or 
stressed, you should be careful about 
swimming in cold water.”

4 Get the gear 
“In winter, wear neoprene, gloves, 
booties and a hat: blood rushes to the 
core of your body to protect your organs 
so hands and feet can get very cold. 
If you’re cold, it’s really important to 
remove wet kit as soon as possible and 
wrap up warm.”

 ||  When you swim in the sea, 
you soon understand its 

power. It's a life force that  
you need to respect ||
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Wild swimming || bootcamp
Why open-water  

swimming is great cross 
training for runners

Swimming is a good 
counter for pounding 
the pavements. Rachael 
Woolston, founder of 
Women’s Running training 
partner, Girls Run the World, 
a digital platform for female 
endurance athletes,  
tells us why 

Helps your running form 
“Open-water swimming is great for runners, 
particularly as you hit midlife,” says Rachael. 
“This is because it can help to improve your 
mobility, allowing your body to move efficiently.

“Runners get stuck moving in one plane 
of movement,” she adds. “Open-water  
swimming helps to work your shoulders and 
upper back, which improves your posture  
and arm swing for running. Good open-
water swimming technique also requires 
you to engage your glutes and core 
muscles, both of which have a major 
influence on good running form, 
posture and efficiency.”

Improves breathing 
“Breathing while swimming in open 
water is very similar to the science of 
breath work that comes from yoga or 
meditation,” says Rachael.

“You need to retain the breath for 
freestyle, which can mean breathing out on 
the third stroke or even longer if you’re trying to 
avoid breathing into a big wave. This correlates 
to helping you feel more comfortable when 
you’re having to push hard in a tempo run or 
interval, when your body cannot pull in as much 
oxygen as you would like,” she adds.

“On the flip side, learning to ‘bubble exhale’ 
under the water as you swim, when you’re 
getting ready to inhale, teaches you to keep  
a relaxed jaw and mouth when you’re running. 
This is good for pre-race anxiety and for 
managing the intake of breath.”

A watery runner’s high 
Many runners are the type of people who enjoy 
the freedom of the great outdoors and the 
challenge of nature – open water is far more 
appealing to people with this mindset than a 
sterile swimming pool. For many, open-water 
swimming is the closest thing they can get to the 
runner’s high without putting on their trainers. 

“While running and cycling are both great 
ways for processing things mentally, swimming 
has a certain something else,” says Rachael. 
“With your face in the water, just the sound 
of your breath bubbling around you, there is 
nothing but you and your thoughts. It’s very 
calming, like a kind of moving meditation,”  
she explains.
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space and body, swimmers can find 
alternative and expanded perspectives 
about themselves and their world,”  
she reports.

Wild swimming for women
The physical benefits are legion, but the 
mental health benefits can be 
transformational. “For many women, 
open-water swimming seems to be a 
great way to re-identify with themselves.  
It’s challenging, especially in cold water, 
and it means you really tune in with 
your body and what you’re capable of. 
This makes you feel more positive about 

what your body can achieve rather  
than just the way it looks,” says Fiona. 
“Saltwater supports the body and  
that feeling of weightlessness seems 
 to alleviate stress. I see many of the  
women I coach feeling very proud of 
themselves as they’re taken out of their 
comfort zone.” It’s time to dive in. 

 ||  With your  
face in the 

water, just the 
sounds of your  

breath bubbling 
around you, 

there is nothing 
but you and your 

thoughts. It’s  
very calming ||

I’ve been dipping 
in the sea in my 
tri suit (no 

neoprene) all through the 
winter with my cousin, Stuart, 
who’s a dancer and part of my 
lockdown bubble. We’re 
following the teachings of ice 
man Wim Hoff and aim to just 
feel the ice-cold water on skin. 
It has been a gradual process 
since we decided to do it in 
August and I wouldn’t 

recommend taking the plunge 
without preparation and the 
gradual build-up. It’s not for the 
faint-hearted and you definitely 
have to mentally prepare.

We’re not seriously 
swimming but we plan to 
progress to proper swimming 
when it’s warmer. We both find 
it’s great for our mental health, 
and a total refresh. We also 
love the ice-bath effect which 
is great for aching muscles 

after a run, detoxing and also 
good for the skin. It leaves us 
with an amazing feeling of 
wellbeing and it’s a total buzz.

We have a thermometer 
which is inside a plastic duck 
so we can check out the 
temperature. We stay in a 
minute for every degree, so if 
it’s nine degrees we stay in 
nine minutes. It’s tempting to 
stay in longer but your core 
temperature really plummets 

when you get out so you have 
to be careful. 

We wore Santa hats at 
Christmas, and I’ve heard that 
wearing a swimming hat with a 
woolly hat on top is good. I 
tend to wear Gul boots in the 
sea and I change in my 
Dryrobe. Baselayers, a woolly 
hat and dry land gloves are 
essential. And a 
hot drink always 
helps too.

Merran Waters (@Merrandina), owner of Rainbow Fitness, 
discovered swimming last year and hasn’t looked back

It’s great for my mental health 
MY SWIMMING

Saltwater supports the 
body and alleviates stress

“There’s an appreciation  
of the environment and the 

unpredictability of nature. When  
you swim in the sea you soon 
understand its power; it’s a life force  
that you need to respect,” she adds. 

Finding benefits that go way  
beyond fitness is something counselling 
psychologist, mindfulness expert,  
and founder of seashore.org, Hannah 
Denton, also discovered when she 
carried out ‘swim-along’ interviews,  
and follow-up land-based interviews, 
with six regular sea swimmers.  
“They found sea swimming 
transformative, causing changes in 
mind, body and identity; connecting, 
enabling a sense of belonging to  
nature, place and others; and  
finally, re-orientating. Through the 
disruption to the sense of time,  


